DAVIS Roee AND CABLE ASS=MBLY
IMPORTANT INFO REGARDING YOUR ROPE
Thanks so much for your order. lf you are fully satisfied with this transaction, the
quality and price, please "spread the word" about us as that is the best help we
can get to continue our quality, low pricing (as of today, we do not see lower
pricing available for this product) and our devotion to Cusfo mer Safisfactian
It is VERY IMPORTANT that if you cut the rope that you SEAL the cuts properly. lf
not, the outer braid jacket will creep back up the rope revealing the inner braided core.
This can cause several problems, not to mention if the rope happens to be a stealth
color, then usually the inner core is bright white. lt is not difficult to properly seal a cut
made in the rope and usually it only takes less than 30 seconds per seal.

CUTTING & Sealinq Procedure: First tightly apply a piece of scotch tape or electrical
tape twice over on the spot you want to cut. Using a very sharp single edged razor, or
box cutter, cut at the midpoint of the tape. Using a candle, match, lighter or burner
igniter: touch the taped end of the rope into the TOP TIP OF THE FLAME for long
enough to create a molten bead of rope material. Then remove from the flame and
pull the molten end of the rope thru a cloth rag (not paper towel) . This will taper out
the molten material so there is both a thorough, concentric, molten seal as well as not
leaving a "bulge" at the rope end that would increase the diameter at that point,
possibly causing thru pulley restriction and/or knot tying interference.

CAUTION: Be very careful with the rag so that you DO NOT TOUCH

THE HOT
END OF THE ROPE, orany molten material...itwill burn you!!. USE SAFETY
GLOVES. lt will take up to 30 seconds forthe hot rope to cool off BEFORE YOU
TOUCH lT. Also, after use, locate the rag that you have used in a metal bucket or
glass etc. as it MAY FLAME UP, or burn adjacent material.
We provide the above information as helpful hints to save you time and to perfect the end product of your
cutting and sealing. Davis Rope and Cable Assembly Co. assumes no responsibility for damage to property
or injury to persons, pets, animals, or any and all damages and injuries that may result by an end user in the
process of cutting, sealing or any form of use of rope products. lt is the responsibility of the end user also to
assess and regulate load factors applied to this rope during its use and/orcontinued application.

Please keep us in mind also for your cable assembly needs. We will assemble ANY
RF connector on to ANY type coaxial cable. Also, we supply all types of electronic
wire, cable, control cables, coaxial. We also design & fulfill custom & specialty cable
needs thru our affiliate, DAVIS RF Co., div. of Orion Wre Co., lnc.
Thanks again, so much, for your

business.
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Qualitv Workmanship in the USA
206 Prospect St., Carlisle,

MA

01741

Steve Davis direct: 978-369.1738

contactus@DavisRopeandCable.com

